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ABSTRACT

Web-based malware equipped with stealthy cloaking and obfuscation techniques is becoming more sophisticated nowadays. In this paper, we propose J-FORCE, a crash-free forced JavaScript execution engine to systematically explore possible execution paths and reveal malicious behaviors in such malware. In particular, J-FORCE records branch outcomes and mutates them for further explorations. J-FORCE inspects function parameter values that may reveal malicious intentions and expose suspicious DOM injections. We addressed a number of technical challenges encountered. For instance, we keep track of missing objects and DOM elements, and create them on demand. To verify the efficacy of our techniques, we apply J-FORCE to detect Exploit Kit (EK) attacks and malicious Chrome extensions. We observe that J-FORCE is more effective compared to the existing tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Web-based applications powered by JavaScript are becoming more widespread, interactive and powerful. In the meanwhile, they are attractive targets of various attacks. Unfortunately, detecting and analyzing malicious web apps against diverse combinations of exploits and evasive techniques is complicated and challenging. Although various detection schemes have been proposed [14, 27, 13], they still suffer from sophisticated attacks such as cloaking attacks [21, 35, 22].

Both static and dynamic approaches have been applied to detect JavaScript malware. Static analysis (e.g., [9, 8]) considers multiple execution paths and usually achieves better code coverage. However, JavaScript is highly dynamic. Static approach may be imprecise and even incapable due to over-approximations and obfuscations. This is a critical limitation since obfuscations have been the most common practice to hide the real intentions for protections or malicious reasons. By contrast, dynamic analysis techniques (e.g., [16, 32]) execute the program and thus can reveal concrete behaviors even in an obfuscated program. However, a downside is that they can only cover one concrete execution path in one run and may be unable to hit the spot that conceals malicious behaviors.

To address the limitations, symbolic and concolic execution based techniques [32, 31, 33] have also been proposed to analyze JavaScript programs. While they can generate program inputs and drive the execution along various feasible paths, due to the limitations of the constraint solvers, overcoming state explosion and handling complex JavaScript operations (e.g., dynamic type conversions, arithmetic/strings operations) are still open problems, especially for non-trivial programs built atop various frameworks and other obfuscated programs.

In this paper, we propose J-FORCE, a crash-free JavaScript forced execution engine. J-FORCE combines the advantages of static and dynamic approaches: Similar to dynamic analysis, J-FORCE executes the program so that obfuscation is not an obstacle anymore. To increase the coverage, J-FORCE forces the execution to go along different paths. In particular, J-FORCE records the outcomes of branch predicates, mutates them, and explores unvisited paths via multiple executions. This iterative path exploration process continues until all possible paths are explored. Hence, J-FORCE can expose not only malicious code that can only be triggered by conditions uneasily met, but also code blocks that are dynamically created and injected. Additionally, J-FORCE further uncovers paths hidden in event and exception handlers. J-FORCE can detect evasive attacks triggered by non-deterministic events.

We evaluate J-FORCE on 50 real-world exploits in popular EKs [1, 2] and over 12, 000 Chrome extensions. J-FORCE successfully exposed the hidden code of 41 exploits and found that more than 300 Chrome extensions inject advertisements. We also run J-FORCE on 100 JavaScript samples and measure its code coverage capacity. The results show that J-FORCE can cover 95% of the code with 2-8x overhead, which is significantly effective than a popular concolic execution technique (68% coverage, 10-10, 000x overhead).

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

- We propose J-FORCE, a JavaScript forced execution engine that explores all possible paths to expose hidden malware behaviors. J-FORCE records and switches branch outcomes to explore new paths. J-FORCE unveils function parameter values to detect malicious intentions and DOM injection attacks.
- We address several technical challenges to avoid crashes during the continuous path explorations. For instance, J-FORCE keeps track of missing objects/DOM nodes and creates them on demand. J-FORCE can tolerate critical exceptions and handle infinite loops/ recursions.
- We validate the efficacy of J-FORCE through an extensive set of experiments on real-world exploits and web browser ex-

1In our paper, crash-free is about avoiding or handling JavaScript exceptions.
tensions. J-FORCE successfully disclosed the hidden code in 41 exploits and detected more than 300 ad-injecting extensions. Also, we show that J-FORCE can achieve 95% code coverage and is 2-8x faster than the state-of-the-art on 100 JavaScript samples.

Our work focuses on understanding malicious code that is present on the client, so server-side cloaking or evasion is out-of-scope.

2. MOTIVATION

Recently, Exploit Kits (EKs) have been favored by cybercriminals to perform web-based attacks. In the last year alone, more than 14 attacks were reported to CVE\textsuperscript{2}. Since EKs are specially designed to exploit known browser related defects, such attacks are highly effective: once a vulnerable client reaches the actual EK landing page, EK will silently download and install a malware. Therefore, as a defense, it is critical to identify suspicious EK delivery at the first place. Among various delivery vectors, malvertising\textsuperscript{10} is one of the most successful and successful delivery approaches. In this section, we show a real-world EK delivery equipped with layered obfuscation and cloaking techniques to demonstrate our approach.

Fig. 1 presents a carefully designed multi-layer EK attack chain featured with collaborative cloaking techniques such as code obfuscation, dynamically created scripts and evasive paths: (1) The first obfuscated JS/JavaScript snippet (http://ppp.org/abc.js) is delivered to a legitimate website via malvertising. (2) When it is evaluated during the page loading, it creates a piece of dynamic code from strings using eval. (3) The function EDXGD in the resulting snippet injects code for the next. Interestingly, EDXGD is injected as an event handler and can only be invoked when the timeout event is fired. Once evaluated, the second piece of obfuscated snippet (http://ggg.net/opq.js) will be injected into the DOM tree and executed. (4) As a result, another dynamic script is created and injected (d.appendChild(k)). (5) The injected code uses a cloaking method to hide the malicious payload: It first checks if the client browser can be the target (navigator.userAgent and msie). The hidden code is executed only if the check result (browser) is true.

Existing Approaches. As two pieces of JavaScript (abc.js and opq.js) in the chain are obfuscated, static analysis based detection mechanisms\textsuperscript{14, 9, 28, 11} may have difficulties in understanding the real semantics and thus are ineffective to handle such cases. Discovering the execution path that can reveal the final exploit payload using dynamic approaches is also difficult. Particularly, it requires invocations of event handlers and proper environment settings (e.g. IE browser), which are conditions not easily met in general. Symbolic and concolic execution techniques\textsuperscript{32, 31, 33} can be used to explore multiple feasible paths. However, it is challenging for such techniques to be scalable to complicated and large real-world JavaScript programs due to the limitations imposed by the underlying constraint solvers.

Unfortunately, as shown in Table 1, existing JavaScript malware detection tools are not effective to detect such malware in a scalable way. In particular, while Ruzzle\textsuperscript{22} performs path explorations on JavaScript programs to reveal evasive malicious behaviors, it cannot disclose code in event handlers as its analysis scope is limited to functions that are explicitly invoked.

J-FORCE Overview. J-FORCE employs a forced execution technique by switching branch outcomes and invoking event handlers. As shown in Fig. 2, J-FORCE explores feasible paths and reveals all the instructions irrespective of branch conditions in multiple concrete executions. Also, event and exception handlers are forcibly invoked without emulating the events. By doing so, J-FORCE is able to reach and expose malicious logic that can only be triggered by a particular combination of events and inputs. Moreover, J-FORCE is dynamic analysis. Hence, it can handle obfuscations and disclose concrete function parameter values, which could further reveal malware behaviors (e.g., identifying eval content).

3. DESIGN OF J-FORCE

In this section, we present the details of J-FORCE. We first discuss the J-FORCE execution model. Then we describe how J-FORCE explores multiple execution paths.

3.1 J-Force Execution Model

The execution model of J-FORCE is designed based on the default page rendering model.

3.1.1 Per-block Exploration

The default page rendering order drives the execution of J-FORCE. Once a <script> block is evaluated, J-FORCE starts exploring...
all other possible paths within the block. In particular, when J-FORCE reaches the exit of the block, it goes back and explores another unvisited path. Consider the example in Fig. 3. J-FORCE explores the two paths in lines 1-12 before exploring the paths in the next `<script>` block in 14-18.

An alternative is to consider all code blocks as one giant block and explore paths in the “merged” block. However, it can hardly scale because the total number of paths to be explored is the product of the path numbers in every individual block, whereas in the per-block strategy it is the sum of the number of paths in every block.

Please note that an external JS script is essentially a single code block and hence can be explored in a similar way.

### 3.1.2 Handling Inter-Block Dependencies

One challenge brought by the per-block design is how to consider the dependences across code blocks. For example, in Fig. 3, a same button is set with different texts (Remove and Skip) along different paths in lines 2-11. Without storing states along different execution paths, our analysis may miss critical states that may lead to malicious behavior. For instance, if we explore the path 7-9 after 2-5, “Remove” will be overwritten by “Skip” and becomes invisible to blocks afterwards.

While exploring paths globally is the ideal solution, it is unscalable and impractical. Instead, we develop the following technique based on the observation that most inter-block dependences are caused by DOM objects. Since it is valid to have multiple elements with the same name or id on the DOM tree, J-FORCE allows any DOM injections along any paths. Also, J-FORCE intercepts relevant DOM APIs (e.g., `getElementsByTagName`) and injects choice points, which are conceptually equivalent to `switch-case` statements. So, each execution returns a DOM element (with the same id or name) until all such elements are explored. For example, in Fig. 3, both buttons will be appended to the DOM tree. It further inserts a choice point at line 15. As a result, totally 8 paths are explored in the second block, where 4 are corresponding to the “Remove” button and the remaining 4 are for the “Skip” button.

In theory, dependencies caused by global variables are handled in the same way. However, it is very expensive to do so for all global variables. Given our focuses are stealthy behaviors that are usually based on string operations, we selectively support global string variables. Furthermore, J-FORCE also overwrites container interfaces (e.g., `hashmap`) to support inserting multiple strings with the same key to a global container. String attributes of DOM objects are handled similarly, where choice points are injected to access the different versions.

### 3.1.3 Handling Event Handlers

Some event handlers, such as `onload`, are automatically executed when the corresponding DOM objects are loaded or created. The exploration is driven by the rendering procedure. However, another set of handlers can only be triggered by user and timer events. In our experience, JS malware extensively leverages event handling mechanism to lay out the attack agenda. Fig. 4 shows a simplified step in the malware delivery chain. `_necdel()` is registered as an event handler of `mouseover` event. The script for the next step will not be injected unless the event is triggered. Indeed, we observed many malicious payloads only get triggered by a series carefully organized user or timer events to escape from being detected by honey-client systems or other automatic detection tools. Therefore, exploring event handlers is critical.

J-FORCE remembers functions registered as event handlers and forces them to be executed. In particular, after the exploration of the current code block, handlers that are registered during exploration are executed, without requiring the triggering events. The individual handlers are considered as code blocks that are explored separately. To the best of our knowledge, most existing honey-client systems and JS symbolic execution engines (e.g. [31]) do not emulate events. Hence, they cannot reveal sophisticated handler-related behaviors.

### 3.1.4 Handling Asynchronous Execution

Currently, J-FORCE does not focus on exposing race conditions caused by asynchronizations [29, 38]. In fact, most JS races are transient [24]. In our experience, we have not observed any real-world malicious attacks leveraging race conditions due to its nondeterministic and unreliable nature.

J-FORCE respects browser’s decision on which block runs first. Note that JavaScript execution is single threaded and the execution of a code block cannot be interrupted. J-FORCE only-step in when a block is being evaluated for the purpose of per-block code exploration.

### 3.1.5 Handling Dynamic Code Evaluation

JavaScript is highly dynamic. Malicious JS snippets can be dynamically created from strings. For example, a common practice is to create a `<script>` element, specify its source and attach it to the DOM tree. `eval()` is another way to run dynamic code.

J-FORCE admits all code injections found along different paths during the path exploration. Consequently, they will be explored like other code on the DOM tree. Some code snippets may be added...
to DOM elements that have already been rendered and explored by J-FORCE. For such cases, J-FORCE restarts the rendering procedure but only explores the uncovered injected snippets.

For code dynamically evaluated by functions like eval, J-FORCE explores the code snippet concealed in the function parameter, as a part of the parent code block exploration. Note that J-FORCE provides versioning support for strings so that different but concrete parameter values produced by previous logic will be explored.

### 3.2 Path Exploration

J-FORCE explores different paths in multiple runs. In each run, it looks for opportunities where mutating a predicate leads to unexplored instructions. Once found, it forces the execution to cover them in future iterations. It repeats this procedure until all instructions are covered. We designed two exploration strategies depending on the needs.

- **L-path** executes each instruction at least once with linear time complexity. Exploring all distinct paths is not its priority. For JS malware analysis, this strategy is sufficient in most cases as malicious behaviors are usually hidden in blocks.
- **E-path** aims at exploring all possible execution paths with exponential time complexity. We observed that only a few advanced malware examples require the E-path strategy.

#### Algorithm 1 Path Exploration.

**Input:** $T$: JavaScript instructions in a program

// $\sigma$ is a list of forced predicates. A predicate $p$ is represented as a tuple // $(p_{src}, p_{dst})$ that specifies the source $src$ and forced target $dst$

1. function FORCEDEXEC($\sigma$)
2. $\sigma_e \leftarrow []$ // $\sigma_e$ is a list of executed predicates
3. $p \leftarrow \text{POP\_FRONT}(\sigma)$
4. for each $\sigma_i$ in $\mathcal{Z}$ do
5. if $\sigma_i$ is a condition branch instruction then
6. if $\sigma_{src} \equiv p_{src}$ then $\sigma_{dst} \leftarrow p_{dst}$ // specify the instruction to be executed
7. $p \leftarrow \text{POP\_FRONT}(\sigma)$
8. else
9. \hspace{1em} $E \leftarrow E \cup \{i_{dst}\}$
10. $\sigma_{e} \leftarrow \sigma_{e} \cup \{i_{src}, i_{dst}\}$
11. Execute the instruction $i$
12. return $\sigma_e$

14. function PATHEXPLORATION()  
15. \hspace{1em} $E \leftarrow \{\}$ // explored instructions
16. $W \leftarrow \text{FORCEDEXEC}(\emptyset)$ // initial execution. $W$: worklist
17. while $W \neq \emptyset$ do
18. $\sigma' \leftarrow \text{POP}(W)$
19. $\sigma_{e} \leftarrow \text{NIL}$
20. for each $p$ in $\sigma'$ do
21. if HASANYUNEXPLOREDTARGET($E, p$) then
22. $\sigma'_{e} \leftarrow \sigma_{e}.\text{SWITCHING\_TARGET}(p)$
23. $W \leftarrow W \cup \text{FORCEDEXEC}(\sigma'_{e})$
24. else
25. $\sigma_{e} \leftarrow \sigma_{e} \cdot p$

Algorithm 1 shows the details of the path exploration approach. Function FORCEDEXEC explains how to drive the execution to a desired branch. In particular, it takes a forced execution schema $\sigma$ as the input. $\sigma$ is a list of tuple $(p_{src}, p_{dst})$, where $p_{src}$ is the address of a predicate $p$ and $p_{dst}$ is the forced target. Intuitively, it specifies the next step $(p_{dst})$ when J-FORCE sees $p$. The logic of forced execution is specified in the loop starting at line 4 interpreted by JS engine. If a rerouting schema is provided for the current branching instruction $i$ (line 6), J-FORCE forces the execution to take the branch specified in the scheme at line 7. Otherwise, the instruction will be executed normally.

Function PATHEXPLORATION is the top-level driver. It maintains a worklist $W$, which is a set of forced execution schemes. $E$ is a set of covered instructions. J-FORCE uses it to discover unexplored instructions. At line 16, J-FORCE starts the execution with no forced execution scheme and just runs the whole program normally. The purpose of this step is to obtain a list of predicates on one path. Then, J-FORCE can develop a new scheme by mutating a predicate at line 22 to execute uncovered instructions (line 21). The driver repeats this until the worklist is empty, meaning that no further opportunities can be discovered. Although the exploration algorithm stems from L-path strategy, E-path takes the same phase except at line 21. Particularly, at the given branch, instead of checking if its feasible targets are disclosed, E-path makes sure the branch is followed along with two different targets.

### 4. CRASH-FREE FORCED EXECUTION

As J-FORCE ignores path conditions, a program may execute along an infeasible path and crash. In this section, we describe the challenges and our solutions to avoid crashing.

#### 4.1 Missing Object

Fig. 5 shows a typical example of the crashes caused by missing objects. At line 1, variable $obj$ is initialized to an Ajax object. Suppose the true branches of the two predicates (line 3 and 5) are taken in the first run. Since line 7 is not explored, in the second run, the predicate at line 5 is mutated. However, as $obj$ has been set to null at line 4, the program will crash at line 7.

To handle this, when resolving an object accessed, J-FORCE first identifies a set of candidates, which can be collected using an existing data flow analysis. In addition, candidates without correct properties and types are filtered out. As shown in the defines table in Fig. 5, at line 7, $D_1$ and $D_2$ are possible objects to be accessed. However, only $D_1$ has the correct field send. Therefore, J-FORCE selects $D_1$ and continues the forced execution.

#### 4.2 Handling Missing DOM Elements

Another common kind of crashes in forced execution is caused by missing DOM elements. Our strategy is to create and insert the missing ones to the DOM tree on demand. Note that simply creating a new DOM element on each access without appending it to the right place will not work in practice. If multiple accesses to the same element yield different newly created objects, the program semantics will be violated. However, as DOM elements can be selected in various ways (e.g., by id, XPath, etc.), the challenge lies in how to put the new elements in the right place.

If the selection is by element id, name, tag and class, the solution is straightforward. Particularly, as shown in Algorithm 2, if the element returned by the original selector is invalid (line 4), J-FORCE creates a new one and inserts it to the children list of the current element (line 8-9).

Handling XPath selectors is more challenging. An XPath may be fully specified (e.g., "//A/B/C") means $C$ is an immediate child of $B$ and $B$ is a child of $A$) or partially specified (e.g., "/A/C") means
1. if (window.attachEvent) {
2.   window.attachEvent("onload", window["load" + initialize]); // ...
3. } else {
4.   window.addEventListener("load", initialize, false); // ...
5. }

Figure 6: Browser-compatibility exception in forced execution.

all C objects with an ancestor λ). An XPath may also contain wildcards to select all elements satisfying the filtering conditions (e.g., "/A[@exchage]" selects λ with attribute exchange). In a forced run, an XPath selector may be partially broken due to missing elements. Consider selector “p · s”. The prefix p correctly locate a DOM element. However, the suffix s fails because there is no such elements. To handle this issue, J-FORCE identifies the longest p that can locate a valid element o, creates element(s) corresponding to s and make them a subtree of o.

Function PathRecognizer() in Algorithm 2 describes the procedure. Particularly, at line 13, an XPath p is split by delimiters (i.e., ‘/’ and ‘/’). Each delimitned segment τ contains three parts: (1) the delimiter τp (""/"" or "/"/); (2) the id τi (e.g., λ), and (3) the filter τf (e.g., [əexchange]).

If τp is "//", GetOffSpring is invoked to identify the offsprings of the current object θ that matches τq and τu (line 22). Otherwise, GetChildren is called to get the direct children of the current object that matches τq and τu (line 16). If no element is found (line 19), a new element corresponding to τq and τu is created as a child of θ (line 20). The above procedure continues until the original selector becomes valid.

An important design choice made is that the elements created during one (forced) run are retained for later executions. This avoids creating duplicated elements in multiple executions and the DOM tree grows monotonically. In practice, we found the size of a DOM tree usually increases slowly and gradually becomes stable.

Algorithm 2 Handle missing DOM elements.

Input: σ ∈ {id, name, name@ns, name@class, XPath}
1. function CHECKANDINSERTION(σ) {
2.   E ← GetElements(σ);
3.   τ ← GetCurrentObject();
4.   if (!isValid(E)) then
5.     if σ ∈ XPath then
6.       return PathRecognizer(σ);
7.     else
8.       τ.INSERT(CREATEELEMENT(τ))
9.     E ← GetElements(σ);
10.   return E;
11. }
12. function PathRecognizer(p) {
13.   θ ← the current node;
14.   p’ ← PartitionByDelimiter(p);
15.   for each segment (τp, τi, τu) in p’ do
16.     if τp ≡ "/" then
17.       E ← τ.OffSprings(τq, τu);
18.     else τp ≡ "//" τq is empty then
19.       if (!isValid(E)) then
20.         τ.INSERT(CREATEELEMENT(τq, τu))
21.       E ← τ.OffSprings(τq, τu);
22.     else
23.       return E;
24. }

4.3 Handling Exception

Being able to recover from crashes caused by exceptions is one of the most important features of J-FORCE for robustness. As the program may be forced to run on an infeasible path, various exceptions may occur. For example, Fig. 6 shows a common practice to make the program compatible with different browsers. J-FORCE will execute line 2 without considering its predicate and thus triggers an exception. Since the corresponding handler is absent, the forced execution will be interrupted and terminated.

To avoid terminations due to such exceptions, J-FORCE captures all unhanded exceptions using a top-level exception handler in the global scope and resumes the interrupted execution from the nearest legacy function by unwinding the stack. In addition, to preserve the semantics of the exception triggering statement, J-FORCE includes a set of selective legacy APIs, which will be invoked based on the context. For instance, in Fig. 6, the attachEvent is redirected to the addEventListener so that the original program semantics are preserved. Algorithm 3 explains the details:

(a) Exceptions that can be handled by the original program: J-FORCE remembers the triggering location (line 3) and then explores the corresponding catch block. The code after the triggering point will be covered in a later iteration.
(b) Uncaught exceptions due to missing handlers: They will be taken care of by the top-level handler inserted by J-FORCE (lines 6, 7, 12).
(c) Exception handlers present but no exception was triggered in one run. In our experience, a catch block is a high-value target for exploration, as malware authors often place their malicious code here for cloaking [22, 21]. These handlers hence should be explored regardless the exception occurrences: J-FORCE employs the same strategy for (a). J-FORCE remembers the block entry point and explores it later.

Algorithm 3 Exception Handling.

1. function EXCEPTIONOCCURRENCE(σ) {
2.   if ISCought(σ) then
3.     return EXCEPTIONLOC(σ);
4.   return // Allow to run catch block
5.   else
6.     return TOplevelHANDLER(σ);
7.   function TOplevelHANDLER(σ) {
8.     t ← FINDLEGACYFUNC(σ)
9.     if ISValid(t) then
10.    return CALL(t)
11.   else
12.    return and allow to run the following.

4.4 Page Redirection

Page redirections are commonly used to send visitors to a new destination by setting the location attribute of the window object in JavaScript. A page redirection cancels the current page rendering procedure (including the JavaScript execution and resource downloading) and hence interrupts J-FORCE’s code exploration strategy (J-FORCE explores paths in multiple runs).

Fig. 7 shows an example. The true branch of the if statement injects a new <script> element while the else branch redirects visitors to b.html. Consider the following forced execution. In the 1st run, the true branch is covered and a new piece of JavaScript in a.js will be downloaded and executed (lines 2-4). (.a.js). As explained in the forced execution model, J-FORCE explores the current code block before processing the next block. Hence, in the next iteration, it explores the else branch before executing a.js. However, since the page redirection happens at line 6, the forced execution will be interrupted so that a.js will not be explored. In fact, if there are other uncovered paths in the same page, they will not be explored due to the page redirection.
Our solution is to load the target page in a separate frame so that J-FORCE can continue exploring the current page. Since frames are isolated from each other, the effect of loading the destination page in a frame is functionally equivalent to a page redirection. In this particular example, J-FORCE loads b.html in an iframe and thus is able to explore the behaviors in a.js.

4.5 Infinite Loop and Recursion

J-FORCE may suffer from infinite loops or endless recursions because it ignores the loop and recursion conditions. To handle this issue, we set an upper bound on the number of times a loop or a recursive function can be invoked. For loops, J-FORCE monitors the loop executions and makes sure that they do not go beyond the threshold. Otherwise, J-FORCE forces the execution to skip the loop. Similarly, for recursions, we use a threshold to limit recursion depth. We make sure that whenever new stack frame is created, the stack depth is smaller than the threshold.

5. EVALUATION

J-FORCE is implemented atop WebKit-r171233 with GTK+ port. Our evaluation consists of two experiments. The first one is a systematic study on 50 EK samples and 12, 132 Chrome extensions to see if J-FORCE is able to detect (malicious) behaviors covered by sophisticated cloaking and obfuscation techniques. Also, since being able to explore more code is important, in the second experiment, we further quantify J-FORCE’s performance by measuring the coverage and the overhead on 100 real-world JavaScript programs. All experiments are performed on a machine with an Intel Core i7 3.40 GHz CPU and 12 GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.

5.1 Detecting Suspicious Hidden Behaviors

5.1.1 Detecting Obfuscations and Evasions in EKs

We have collected 50 EK samples from various sources [1, 2], and classified them based on the underlying EKs, namely Angler, RIG, Nuclear, Magnitude, SweetOrange. Although different, we observed they all share similar mechanisms listed as follows:

- **Obfuscation.** Obfuscation conceals program functionalities using string operations to make detecting malware challenging. In EK, obfuscation technique is used more than once throughout multiple layers of code injection.
- **Evasion.** To minimize the possibility of being caught (e.g., by honey-pot based approaches), EK only invokes the malicious logic when it satisfies certain conditions. Specifically, EK usually scans visitors’ system (e.g. the signatures of browsers, extensions, etc.) before moving on to the next stage. An example is shown in Fig. 1 in Sec. 2.
- **Exploiting Vulnerabilities.** EK is designed to exploit particular vulnerabilities in browsers or add-ons by hijacking the control flow and elevating permissions. The typical targets of such exploitation are Adobe Flash, MS Silverlight and Java runtime as well as browsers themselves.
- **Payload Delivery.** As the last step, a malicious binary is downloaded and executed without user’s consent. Ransomware [7] and click fraud [6] are two common examples.

As J-FORCE focuses on detecting malicious JavaScript behaviors, only the JavaScript parts (obfuscation and evasion) are included for evaluation. Analyzing non-JavaScript code, such as exploiting vulnerabilities in the web browser or plug-ins, is beyond the scope of this paper. The results of experiments on 50 EK samples (10 for each EK type) are presented in Table 2. It shows the number of the samples can be handled by each tool, in terms of **obfuscation handled and evasion passed**. Since we know the ground truth about deobfuscation, counting successful de-obfuscations is straightforward. For evasions, if the exploitation entry point (e.g. `<object>`) is reached, we say the evasion is detected.

The results show that J-FORCE is able to handle more obfuscations and evasions than others, hence can expose more hidden malicious behaviors in EK attacks. In particular, J-FORCE is significantly effective in detecting evasions. While J-FORCE outperforms other techniques, it misses a few evasions in **Nuclear** and **SweetOrange**. We manually inspected these cases and found that they use Visual Basic (VB) scripts which are not currently supported by J-FORCE. However, our design is general and can be implemented on VB scripts too.

5.1.2 Detecting Ads Injections in Chrome Extensions

Browser extensions are commonly used nowadays to enhance user experience and thus becoming a target of adversaries. Several recent work [20, 18, 37] have been proposed to analyze extensions. In this section, we show how J-FORCE can effectively expose suspicious behaviors in Chrome extensions.

We crawled and obtained 12,132 extensions from Chrome Web Store [5] in July 2016. The analysis is done offline. As the JavaScript APIs used in extensions are slightly different from those in web applications, we enhance J-FORCE to support such Chrome APIs (e.g., `chrome.browserAction.onClicked`). In this experiment, we are particularly interested in detecting ad-injections and information leaks. We also compare with recent work on Chrome extension analysis [20, 18, 37].

Table 3 summarizes the experiment results. J-FORCE detected 322 extensions that inject advertisement, where 277 deliver ad contents using script injections and the remaining ones bring in ads via Ajax. Comparing to other techniques, J-FORCE is able to find 195 more ad-injecting extensions, which confirms its effectiveness of handling cloaking and fingerprinting techniques. In addition, J-FORCE detected 30 extensions that send out sensitive information such as passwords and cookies via Ajax, while other techniques can detect at most 14 of them.

Table 4 presents the statistics of the Chrome extension execution analysis. We report the minimum, average and maximum number of JavaScript IR instructions, script injections, Ajax requests, eval function invocations, event handlers and page redirections observed in exploring one extension. The results show that J-FORCE can exercise more instructions and discover more behaviors than the native run. We also report the number of runs required by J-FORCE to cover all instructions (using the L-path search strategy explained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploit Kits</th>
<th># of samples</th>
<th># of samples whose obfuscations / evasions can be handled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native run</td>
<td>ebEval [18]</td>
<td>J-FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angler</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>57 / 7 / 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 / 7 / 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 / 6 / 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 / 7 / 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SweetOrange</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 / 7 / 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploit Kits</th>
<th># of Ad-injecting</th>
<th># of Labs leakage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hulk [20]</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>29 / 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expector [37]</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>28 / 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebEval [18]</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>15 / 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-FORCE</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>45 / 277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparing detection techniques on EKs.

Table 3: The analysis result of 12,132 Chrome extensions.
in Sec. 3.2). We show the number of potential crashes caused by the forced execution. We observed 2.74 crashes per execution on average and they are mostly caused by missing objects and DOM elements. All of them are handled correctly using the approach discussed in Sec. 4.

5.1.3 Case Study - Anti-adblocker

Unlike traditional programs, web applications have various external dependences. For example, they can navigate the execution depending on browsers environment settings. They can download and load different external JavaScript on the fly from third parties during executions. Therefore, although it is possible mutating input values may change the execution paths, in general, it is highly nontrivial or even infeasible for an automatic exploration tool to satisfy the triggering conditions of the execution environment and third party scripts. In this case study, we showcase a real-world anti-adblocker [4] to demonstrate how J-FORCE bypasses sophisticated predicates and thus can be helpful for understanding stealthy program behaviors.

Ad-blocker (e.g., [3]) is a piece of software that allows clients to roam the web without encountering any Ads. In particular, it utilizes network control and in-page manipulation to help users block advertisements loaded from ad-network. As many content publishers make their primary legitimate income from Ads, there are growing demands for delivering ads even the ad-blockers are running in client browsers. As a result, anti-ad-blockers have been developed and deployed by publishers on their websites. Anti-ad-blockers are usually scripts delivered by publishers to detect if ad-blockers are enabled in the client browsers. Once found, it either hides the content or delivers the ads by circumventing the ads filters.

Fig. 8 presents a simplified version of a popular anti-adblocker BlockAdblock [4], where the arrows denote important call edges. It first detects if an adblocker is enabled on the client-side and loads the real ads contents that are delivered as an image. In particular, line 1 includes an external script ("advertising.js"). If it can be successfully loaded, variable __haz will be set to true/false. If an adblocker presents, the script will not be blocked and the value of __haz remains undefined. Therefore, BlockAdblock can tell if an adblocker is running by checking the value of __haz. At line 4, it invokes function __ac() and defines the function to be invoked for the next step. Depending on the presence of an adblocker, it will invoke a function (defined in lines 13-23) or do nothing. In function __dec, it loads an image, where its URL is specified at line 23 and further transformed at line 3 and line 4. Interestingly, instead of displaying the image, it uses this image as a circumvention of ad-blocking rules and loads the raw data of the images. At line 21, function __cb is invoked, which creates a div element and displays the HTML hidden in the image at line 27.

It is highly nontrivial for static analysis based approaches to precisely analyze such complicated call relations, as it requires advanced alias and string analysis (e.g., the operations in line 4 and 20). More importantly, as the ads contents are actually hidden in an image, they may not even be in the analysis scope. As a result, it is very unlikely that the static analysis can handle such cases. Another option is to actually run the program. However, one important triggering condition of the secret loading procedure is that the external script included at line 1 must be blocked by an adblocker, which is highly dependent on the execution environment. If the adblocker has not been configured correctly or the URL of the external resource is not on the blacklist anymore, dynamic analysis cannot unveil the stealth operations either.

By contrast, J-FORCE decouples the dependencies on the environment and hence allows us to effectively and deterministically observe unusual behaviors. On the left hand side of Fig. 8, we compare the control flow graphs that highlight the differences between J-FORCE and dynamic analysis based approaches. J-FORCE is able to explore both paths while the dynamic analysis only covers one path. As such, J-FORCE is able to discover the real ads contents by forced execution without requiring complicated system settings to actually trigger the logic in traditional dynamic approaches.

More importantly, through J-FORCE, we can uncover the actual values of function parameters (the right side of Fig. 8) and track the origin of suspicious values. With such capabilities (especially the hidden contents that can only be obtained dynamically), it is straightforward to conclude the ads are included in the image file.

5.2 Efficiency

As described in Sec. 3.2, J-FORCE can be configured to improve coverage on instructions (the L-path strategy) or paths (the E-path strategy). To measure its efficiency, we extracted 100 samples (from Alexa.com) and evaluate J-FORCE on these real-world JavaScript programs. We compare J-FORCE with Jalangi, a concolic JavaScript execution engine [32], which is one of the closest alternate approaches available at present.

Fig. 9 presents the code coverage comparison results. The number of branches of the benchmarks varies from 109 to 1,200. In Fig.9, the JavaScript benchmarks on the X-axis are sorted by the branch count in ascending order. The result shows that, on average, J-FORCE is able to cover 95% of the code (the same result for both exploration strategies), which is significantly more than Jalangi (less than 98%). We found that the main reason for the improvement is that the concolic execution based approach does not explore the code in event and timer handlers. In addition, Jalangi often fails to handle complex arithmetic operations such as division and modulo. By contrast, J-FORCE does not suffer from such limitation and is able to expand its analysis scope to event and exception handlers. Besides, J-FORCE does not miss conditional blocks as our exploration technique is designed to cover both branches by switching branch outcomes. We also manually inspect the scenarios where J-FORCE fails to cover all instructions. We found that this is mainly due to coding errors in the sample JavaScript programs.

Table 4: The statistics of Chrome extensions analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JavaScript IR</th>
<th>Script Injections</th>
<th>Ajax</th>
<th>Eval</th>
<th>Event Handlers</th>
<th>Redirects</th>
<th>Handled Crashes</th>
<th># of Runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>avg</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-FORCE</td>
<td>1.478</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31,249</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native run</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14,131</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The statistics of Chrome extensions analysis

the limitations in underlying constraint solvers, it is challenging to analyze JavaScript based Web applications [32, 31, 33]. Due to our tool can explore all feasible paths without being interrupted by support for program faults and exceptions handling. By contrast, is based on symbolic values. More importantly, they have limited gle execution. However, it is done via a different approach which work. Rozzle [22] also places emphasis on analyzing self-revealing unique to JavaScript and are not proposed (or solved) by previous

Multiple Path Execution. The concept of forced execution was employed in previous researches [26, 15, 36, 19]. Although the concept has been applied in various domains, such as native binary programs [26], mobile apps [15, 19], and identifying kernel rootkits [36], our work is the first to propose the forced execution engine for JavaScript to the best of our knowledge. Furthermore, the challenges that J-FORCE solves, such as handling missing object- s/DOM, handling event/exception handlers and more (Sec. 4) are unique to JavaScript and are not proposed (or solved) by previous work. Rozzle [22] also places emphasis on analyzing self-revealing program behaviors. It explores multiple execution paths with single execution. However, it is done via a different approach which is based on symbolic values. More importantly, they have limited support for program faults and exceptions handling. By contrast, our tool can explore all feasible paths without being interrupted by exceptions. Symbolic (or concolic) execution has been applied to analyze JavaScript based Web applications [32, 31, 33]. Due to the limitations in underlying constraint solvers, it is challenging to support dynamic nature and scale to real-world applications built atop various JavaScript frameworks. JavaScript Malware. EVILSEED [17] leverages characteristics of known malicious web pages to discover other likely malicious web pages including JavaScript. Revolver [21] aims to find JavaScript malware based on code similarity. In particular, it tries to classify evasive malware by comparing with a large amount of JavaScript collected in advance. It heavily resorts to the result of pre-classification by oracle, and may not be robust against newly crafted malware (e.g., zero-day exploit). MineSpider [34] extracts URLs from JS snippets equipped with evasion techniques that performs drive-by-download attacks. It collects execution paths relevant to redirections using program slicing methods. While it is useful to track page redirections, it is not able to handle the dynamic remote code injection using iframe or simple <script> tag. Lekies et al. [23] show attack methods enabled by the object scoping and dynamic nature of JavaScript. They investigate a set of high-ranked do-

Figure 8: Analyzing Anti-Adblocker using J-FORCE.

Figure 9: Coverage of J-FORCE in comparison with native run and concolic execution.

Figure 10: Performance overhead of J-FORCE in comparison with concolic execution.
7. DISCUSSION
As our solution aims to expose malware hidden under a certain program path, detecting data driven attacks is still challenging. Although diverting control flow by the forced execution occasionally breaks the program semantics, due to the stealthy pattern and conditional nature of the hidden code, we are confident that J-FORCE is able to disclose most of evasive malware in the wild. Since J-FORCE is currently designed to detect client-side JavaScript malware, handling cloaking schemes in the server-side scripts (e.g. SQL, PHP, etc. [30]) is beyond the scope of this paper.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed J-FORCE, a forced execution engine for JavaScript to expose hidden and even malicious program behaviors. J-FORCE explores all possible execution paths by mutating the outcomes of branch predicates. We solved multiple technical challenges and make J-FORCE a practical, robust and crash-free tool. We validate the efficacy of J-FORCE through an extensive set of experiments. J-FORCE has been evaluated on 30 exploits of popular exploit kits and more than 12,000 Chrome extensions. It successfully unveiled the hidden code in 41 exploits and detected more than 300 Chrome extensions injecting advertisements. The experiments on 100 real-world JavaScript samples show that J-FORCE is able to achieve 95% code coverage and perform 2-8x better than existing approaches.
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